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Many, if not most of the general reading
public know that Mark Twain was a pen
name, or psuedonym, used by Samuel L.
Clemens. Given Americans familiarity
with stage names throughout popular
culture, many know or strongly suspect
that Dr. Seuss and O. Henry are not the
names these authors were given at birth.
Pseudonyms such as George Orwell,
Anthony Burgess, and George Eliot have
been adopted by authors for a wide variety
of reasons beyond a simple wish to remain
anonymous, such as avoiding overexposure
or confusion with another author,
appearing more authentic to readers of a
certain genre, or making a fresh start with
publishers, for example. Before the modern
era, many female authors used pen names
to ensure acceptance by publishers and the
general public.The real names of authors
using a nom-de-plume may be known only
to the publisher, or they may come to be
common knowledge. This whimsical essay
briefly examines this time-honored and
very colorful literary practice, and focuses
on two of the more singular examples:
French author known as Reage, author of
the notorious The Story of O, and Danish
philosopher Soren Kierkegaard. (2,200
words with 5 illustrations)
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Samuel Clemens and his pen name of Mark Twain. Identify notable cultural/historical figures and their pen or stage
names. the students will write down short reactions to the quotation on the issue presented: the next couple of classes
we will make connections between Clemens personality and choice to use the pen. What is the most interesting pen
name youve come across and A pseudonym or alias is a name that a person or group assumes for a particular purpose,
which can differ from their original or true name (orthonym). Pseudonyms include stage names and user names (both
called screen . These pseudonyms were usually related to the soldiers place of origin (e.g. Jean Deslandes dit Orson
Scott Card - Wikipedia This is a list of pseudonyms, in various categories. This is a dynamic list and may never be able
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.. debates List of works published under a pseudonym Mononymous persons Nicknames of jazz musicians Read Edit
View history Stage name - Wikipedia A pen name is a pseudonym adopted by an author and printed on the title page or
by-line of his Prolific authors for pulp magazines often had two and sometimes three short stories appearing in one issue
of a magazine the editor would create . Dictionary of Pseudonyms: 11,000 Assumed Names and Their Origins. Emily
Bronte - Wikipedia Mar 1, 2015 Historically, theyve had to hide their identities, adopting male names in order to
combat sexism and prejudice. Using a male pen name often Chinese History: A Manual - Google Books Result Many,
if not most of the general reading public know that Mark Twain was a pen name, or psuedonym, used by Samuel L.
Clemens. Given Americans Eleanor Hibbert - Wikipedia tion 50.6 contains reference works for identifying the pen
names of writers: Brief details of 14,000 people (1840-1949) using 40,000 bieming. (Record of pen names and
alternative names of historical personalities since the May Listing of the pseudonyms and pen names of 185 CCP
members and eight foreigners. Top 7 Most Famous Names That Are Actually Pen Names LetterPile Many, if not
most of the general reading public know that Mark Twain was a pen name, or psuedonym, used by Samuel L. Clemens.
Given Americans A Brief History of the Pseudonym: Pen Names & Personalities eBook Jun 8, 2010 Learn the right
way to use a pseudonym or pen name to query literary a fake name, and since a cover or query letter acts as an
introduction, Pseudonym - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Nom de Plume: A (Secret) History of
Pseudonyms and over one million other books . secondary personalities, and, in some notable cases, multiple
personalities. .. as a compelling introduction to some authors that I hadnt heard of before. Nom de Plume: A (Secret)
History of Pseudonyms - Emily Jane Bronte was an English novelist and poet who is best known for her only novel,
Wuthering Heights, now considered a classic of English literature. Emily was the third-eldest of the four surviving
Bronte siblings, between the youngest Anne and her brother Branwell. She wrote under the pen name Ellis Bell. Her
brothers story was to become the inspiration for Wuthering Heights. A Short History of Education - Google Books
Result Feb 5, 2017 Introduction. Pen names, or pseudonyms, have been used throughout history for various reasons. I
use the pseudonym Cydro, although I cant Samuel Clemens & Mark Twain: Having a Pen Name Overview Team
Were talking about pseudonyms or, as theyre popularly called, pen names not States often require persons doing
business under assumed names to In short, there are often good reasons for adopting a pen name. Pseudonym: Using a
pen name in cover or query letters They used pseudonyms pen names, noms de plume. Today One brief disclaimer:
This article does not constitute specific legal advice for your situation. In strict legal terms, a trademark indicates a
source, sponsorship, or origin of a product. Authors sometimes allow their pen names to take on distinct personalities.
Pseudonym - Wikipedia His real name is Daniel Handler and his nom de plume lit youve come across and whats the
story behind the author/poet adopting that pen name? your heart, only because his character has that type of personality
to do just that. He actually supplied Yates with a short list of possible pen names, and it was Edmund Pen Name - TV
Tropes PC Mag - Google Books Result The literary concept of heteronym, named and developed by Portuguese writer
and poet Heteronyms differ from pen names (or pseudonyms, from the Greek False Hes a semi-heteronym because his
personality, although not my own, Richard Zenith, introduction to The Book of Disquiet, Penguin Classics, 2002, p. XI.
Premchand - Wikipedia People use pseudonyms for several different reasons: to hide identity, People (such as
rappers) also use pseudonyms to match their stage personality better. author a character in the story and because he
wanted to hide his real name. Heteronym (literature) - Wikipedia Numerous Personalities Yet how does a user come
to feel a part of this socially cohesive the address, telephone number, and a brief description of each members
background and interests. The pen name is a typically droll EIES feature. List of pen names - Wikipedia Nom de
Plume: A (Secret) History of Pseudonyms and over one million other books . secondary personalities, and, in some
notable cases, multiple personalities. .. as a compelling introduction to some authors that I hadnt heard of before. Pen
name - Wikipedia A stage name, also called a screen name, is a pseudonym used by performers and entertainers
writers is called a nom de plume or pen name, while the term ring name is used in professional wrestling. . members
English names were chosen by their manager after taking personality tests. .. Read Edit View history Jonathan Swift Wikipedia Jonathan Swift (30 November 1667 19 October 1745) was an Anglo-Irish satirist, essayist, He originally
published all of his works under pseudonyms such as Lemuel .. Text extracted from the introduction to The Journal to
Stella by George A. Aitken and from other sources) .. The Personality of Jonathan Swift. A Brief History of the
Pseudonym: Pen Names & Personalities eBook Orson Scott Card (born August 24, 1951) is an American novelist,
critic, public speaker, He wrote the short story Enders Game while working at the BYU press, and submitted it to
several publications. . Card wrote the novel Zannas Gift (2004) under the pen name Scott Richards, saying, I was trying
to establish a To Have and Have Not (A Pseudonym, That Is) Mindy Klasky, Author Eleanor Hibbert (1 September
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1906 18 January 1993) was an English author who combined A literary split personality, she also wrote light romances,
crime novels, Her popular works of historical fiction are appreciated by readers and critics . From 19 Hibbert wrote four
novels as Elbur Ford, a pen name List of pseudonyms - Wikipedia Arnolds distinction lay in his personality and in the
intense moral earnestness of Thomas Arnold. xv] RUGBY SCHOOL, 1834 269 writing under a pen-name t0. A Brief
History of the Pseudonym: Pen Names & Personalities Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Although my parents
(Victor Sr. & Katherine) were A Brief History of the Pseudonym: Pen Names & Personalities - Kindle edition by Victor
Verney. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, Pseudonyms - The Pros and Cons of Using a
Pseudonym or Pen 13,000 Assumed Names and Their Origins, 5th ed. Adrian Room Pen Names and Personalities.
New York: Pseudonyms and Nicknames Dictionary. 1st ed.
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